
Why People’s Post invested Why People’s Post invested 
in UV Technology? in UV Technology? 



Why we chose what we Why we chose what we 
chose?chose?

At the outset we had the option At the outset we had the option 
of using an expensive press of using an expensive press 
but chose not to go for it after but chose not to go for it after 
weighing all the pros and cons.weighing all the pros and cons.

We chose UV Technology as We chose UV Technology as 
we were convinced that it we were convinced that it 
would be our best bet for would be our best bet for 
printing on coated and glossy printing on coated and glossy 
paper to achieve a very high paper to achieve a very high 
quality and meet exacting quality and meet exacting 
standards we had set for our standards we had set for our 
magazine.magazine.





A A heatsetheatset dryer heats dryer heats 
the web and drives the web and drives 
out a lot of moisture in out a lot of moisture in 
the paper. Moisture is the paper. Moisture is 
absorbed after absorbed after 
printing causing printing causing 
signature growth. signature growth. 



The UV dryer only The UV dryer only 
reacts with the UV ink reacts with the UV ink 
which does not cause which does not cause 
any significant heat any significant heat 
gain during printing.gain during printing.



Web fluting is greatly Web fluting is greatly 
reduced because reduced because 
airturnsairturns, , heatsetheatset
dryers, and chill dryers, and chill 
stands are not stands are not 
required with UV. required with UV. 



This provides a much This provides a much 
more stable web and more stable web and 
less tension upsets less tension upsets 
which reduces the which reduces the 
chances of web chances of web 
breaks and additional breaks and additional 
waste.waste.



The dryer emissions The dryer emissions 
from UV can typically from UV can typically 
be exhausted to be exhausted to 
atmosphere without atmosphere without 
any negative impact any negative impact 
on the environment. on the environment. 
Hence the UV Hence the UV 
Technology is much Technology is much 
greener.greener.



The UV The UV 
printing printing 
process process 
produces a produces a 
higher higher 
quality quality 
printed printed 
product product 
especially especially 
on on 
uncoated uncoated 
stock.stock.



Economics of UV Economics of UV 



Without a Without a heatsetheatset
dryer, dryer, airturnairturn, and , and 
chill stand overall chill stand overall 
running cost of a UV running cost of a UV 
press is significantly press is significantly 
lower.lower.



A UV dryer does not require a lot of A UV dryer does not require a lot of 
maintenance other than replacing lamps maintenance other than replacing lamps 
periodically and cleaning reflectors.periodically and cleaning reflectors.



Maintenance costs Maintenance costs 
are less with a UV are less with a UV 
press because the press because the 
dryer, dryer, airturnairturn, and , and 
chillers are not chillers are not 
required.required.



A UV press takes less A UV press takes less 
space to install than a space to install than a 
comparable comparable heatsetheatset
press. This allows press. This allows 
more efficient space more efficient space 
utilization in a utilization in a 
printer's plant.printer's plant.



We had the limitation We had the limitation 
of space when it of space when it 
came to installing our came to installing our 
printing machines.printing machines.
As the UV Press As the UV Press 
required very little required very little 
space, we could also space, we could also 
go for a sheetgo for a sheet--fed fed 
machine in the limited machine in the limited 
space available with space available with 
us. In this way we us. In this way we 
could save space and could save space and 
limit our capital limit our capital 
expenditure.expenditure.



Dominant Sheet Fed Dominant Sheet Fed 
machinemachine



HeatsetHeatset printing needs big spaceprinting needs big space



HeatsetHeatset printing needs big spaceprinting needs big space



HeatsetHeatset printing needs big spaceprinting needs big space



Cost BenefitCost Benefit

The initial cost for auxiliary equipment on a The initial cost for auxiliary equipment on a 
UV press is much lower than for UV press is much lower than for heatsetheatset
press auxiliaries. This reduces the initial press auxiliaries. This reduces the initial 
capital costs and also the printer's yearly capital costs and also the printer's yearly 
depreciation operating costs.depreciation operating costs.



Cost BenefitCost Benefit

The cost of UV equipment is less than the The cost of UV equipment is less than the 
cost of cost of heatsetheatset packages and chillers.packages and chillers.
The cost of the UV system and the press The cost of the UV system and the press 
comes to about comes to about RsRs. 15 million whereas . 15 million whereas 
that of a heat set printing unit, along with that of a heat set printing unit, along with 
dryer and chiller touches anywhere dryer and chiller touches anywhere 
between between RsRs. 120 million to . 120 million to RsRs. 150 million . 150 million 
at the minimum.at the minimum.



Even in terms of running cost, two to three times Even in terms of running cost, two to three times 
more electricity is required to run the heat set more electricity is required to run the heat set 
press as against the UV press. press as against the UV press. HeatsetHeatset units units 
require the burning of gas for drying and regular require the burning of gas for drying and regular 
recharging of the silicon applicator. recharging of the silicon applicator. 
With the UV press, we can get 30,000 to 36, 000 With the UV press, we can get 30,000 to 36, 000 
impressions per hour whereas with impressions per hour whereas with heatsetheatset
upper limit is between 20,000 and 25,000 upper limit is between 20,000 and 25,000 
impressions. impressions. 



It is true that UV ink costs more than It is true that UV ink costs more than heatsetheatset
inks. But the price difference in ink is adequately inks. But the price difference in ink is adequately 
offset by the excessive running cost of offset by the excessive running cost of heatsetheatset
printing, which involves a much higher printing, which involves a much higher 
consumption of electricity.consumption of electricity.
The price of natural gas is also going up. The price of natural gas is also going up. 
Without chillers and dryers, we also save about Without chillers and dryers, we also save about 
20 feet (of footprint) in the pressroom.20 feet (of footprint) in the pressroom.



The extra space that could be saved by us The extra space that could be saved by us 
at our at our NoidaNoida facility has been utilized for facility has been utilized for 
setting up a five setting up a five colourcolour sheet fed machine sheet fed machine 
which has proved to be an ideal which has proved to be an ideal 
combination with the UV press for combination with the UV press for 
producing rich and elegant covers for our producing rich and elegant covers for our 
magazine.magazine.



Potential to do Potential to do 
semisemi--commercial print jobs commercial print jobs 

for extra revenuefor extra revenue



Potential to do Potential to do 
semisemi--commercial print jobs commercial print jobs 

for extra revenuefor extra revenue



UV Technology is UV Technology is 
least cluttered and least cluttered and 
easy to operate.easy to operate.
When operation When operation 
costs are under costs are under 
control and control and 
depreciation is depreciation is 
limited, it is not limited, it is not 
difficult to difficult to mobilisemobilise
working capital for working capital for 
semisemi--commercial commercial 
work. work. 
We have worked on We have worked on 
this principle and this principle and 
can afford a long can afford a long 
gestation period to gestation period to 
ensure less reliance ensure less reliance 
on adon ad--revenue.revenue.



UV technology is ideally UV technology is ideally 
suited for production of suited for production of 
books. This is one area books. This is one area 
we are ready to exploit we are ready to exploit 
to the hilt.to the hilt.



For our own weekly For our own weekly 
magazine, we require the magazine, we require the 
printing facility once in printing facility once in 
seven days.  seven days.  
For the remaining six For the remaining six 
days, we have the days, we have the 
potential to run the UV potential to run the UV 
offset press for at least offset press for at least 
two shifts every day to do two shifts every day to do 
semisemi--commercial work. commercial work. 
That gives us a clean 48 That gives us a clean 48 
extra shifts of commercial extra shifts of commercial 
output every month.output every month.
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